
Regd.Post. with Ack.Due 

Office of the Engineer-in-Chief(A.W.) 
Irrigation & CAD Deptt, Errummanzil,Hyd. 

Memo. No. RC/ENC/H3/1402110S/2014 Dt :2.? - 03-2017 

Ref: 1. SE, CCH, Hanumakonda Lr.No.ES/E1/277, dt:01.02.2014. 
2. T.O.Memo l'Jo.Rc/ENC/R3/14021105/2014, dt: 12.02.2014. 

3. SE, CCH, Hanumakonda Lr.No .ES/E1/307, dt:21.02.2017. - 
4. SE, CCH, Hanumakonda Lr.No. ES/E1/307, dt: 22.03 .2017. 

Sub: Estt-I&CAD Dept-Engineering Services- Smt I.Rajani, AEE Proceeded on 
leave from 14.02.2014 onwards - Surrendered to this office - Regarding 

****** 
The attention of the SE, Construction Circle, Hanumakonda is invited to the 

reference 3rd cited, where in Superintending Engineer has surrendered the services 

of Smt I.Rajani, AEE to this office duly stating that while working in Divn.No.1, 

Hanumakonda of Construction Circle, Hanumakonda she has initially applied for (10) 

months leave from 05.02.2014 for visiting Dubai on personal affairs. The 

Superintending Engineer has submitted the original representation of Smt I.Rajani, 

AEE dt:27.01.2014 to this office vide reference 1st cited . 

In this office Memo reference 2nd cited, the permission have been accorded to 

the above said AEE to visit Dubai w.e.f. 14.02.2014 for (60) days and also directed 

to approach this office on or before expiry of leave and in case of failure to 

approach this office disciplinary action will be initiated as per rules. 

Further, it is to inform that in this office Circular Memo dt:31.08.2015, it was 

directed all Unit Officers to surrender the officers, who proceeded on leave 

unauthorisedly /without applying leave for more than (6) months. But, it is noticed 

that the concerned Superintending Engineer has not followed the instructions issued 

by this office. 

In view of the above, the Superintending Engineer is directed to submit the 

reasons with in a week of receipt of this Memo for abnormal delay in surrendering 

the services of Smt . I. Rajani., AEE as her period of un-authorized absence was 

exceeded more than 2 years and also furnish the action taken report as per rules by 

the Superintending Engineer for her long unauthorized absence to duties. 

The receipt of this memo may be acknowledged in the first instance. 

Sd/ -J.Vijaya Prakash, 
Dt:27.03 .2017, 

Engineer-in-Chief(AW) 
To 

Jihe Superintending Engineer, CCH, Hanumakonda. 


/ Copy to DEE(Computers) of this office with a request to place in Irrigation website. 
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